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Speaking at the United Nations Security Council; Larry Johnson, a seasoned veteran of the
CIA and State Department, as he dissects the Nord Stream pipeline sabotage.

With stakes higher than ever in global politics, Johnson brings his expertise in intelligence,
counterterrorism, and financial investigations to bear on this politically charged quandary.

As we navigate the murky waters of international relations, his insights offer clarity on the
necessity of a comprehensive and transparent probe led by the United Nations Security
Council, drawing upon the legacy of President Truman’s pursuit of peace.

In a narrative that is as riveting as it is enlightening, Johnson stitches together the logistical
and strategic threads behind the Nord Stream attack. His call for an unspoiled evidence
chain and his  expertise in financial  forensics underscore the importance of  untangling this
complex web to maintain the delicate balance of international relations.

By scrutinizing the response of NATO countries and paralleling historical events like the Pan
Am 103 bombing,  our discussion elevates the conversation surrounding global  security
dynamics and the quest for truth in an age of uncertainty.

Join us for a session that not only enlightens but also imparts the gravity of leadership in the
face of adversity.
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